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CYCLE AWARE WELLINGTON WISHES TO MAKE AN ORAL
PRESENTATION COVERING THE CONTENTS OF THIS WRITTEN
SUBMISSION.

ABOUT CYCLE AWARE WELLINGTON

Cycle Aware Wellington (CAW) is the cycling advocacy group for the
Wellington region, with a particular focus on the bicycle as a means of
transport and recreation. Our goal is more people biking more often.

CAW speaks for its 700 members.

We also believe to represent an estimated 14,000 Wellington residents (7
% of the population) who claim to have travelled to the CBD at least once a
week using a bicycle in 2006, according to WCC Residents Satisfaction
Survey (Wellington City Council 2007).

We also believe to represent 40,000 Wellington residents who have cycled
in Wellington in 2006, according to WCC Residents Satisfaction Survey
(Nielsen, 2007).

We also believe to represent the aspirations of 75 % of Wellington
residents, who have ranked "Improvements to the cycling network" as the
the most favored of all short term projects included in the Ngauranga to
Airport Draft Corridor Plan, according to Research New Zealand's Public
Opinion Survey (Kalafatelis and Raggett, 2008)



We also speak on behalf of the 3,000+ people who sent submissions on
the Draft Ngauranga to Airport Corridor Study, stating their support to
walking and cycling.

We also speak on behalf of the 1,354 people who have signed the petition
"Bike Freely programme in Wellington" in May 2008, who have requested
an asessment of the possibility of creating a public bicycle rental scheme in
Wellington (Wellington City Council, 2008)

We also speak on behalf of 798 people who have petitioned Wellington City
Council against the removal of the cycle lane from around Greta Point
(Wellington City Council, 2008a).

Since our inception in 1994, CAW has worked constructively with local
authorities, business and the community on a wide variety of projects,
including

• Go By Bike Day, Bike the Bays, Road Safety Week and other
cycling promotion events

• Safety and bike skills training for police officers, transport staff,
adults, and children

• Dr Bike cycle safety checks
• Working with the transport sector to improve safety for cyclists in

Wellington
• Capital City Cycle Guide
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QUESTION 1 - DO YOU AGREE WITH THE PROPOSED AIM OF THE
CYCLING POLICY - "SAFER AND MORE CONVENIENT FOR THOSE
WHO CHOOSE TO CYCLE"?

Level of agreement: 4

We don't agree with the exclusion of targets to increase cycling numbers.

We contend that the WCC Draft Cycling Policy is inconsistent with the
Wellington Regional Land Transport Strategy and with the National
Transport Strategy, both of which include specific targets for increasing
cycling.

The Regional Land Transport Strategy 2016 targets of particular relevance
to the implementation of this policy are:

"Increased mode share for pedestrians and cyclists: Active Modes
account for at least 15 % of region wide journey to work trips" (Greater
Wellington Regional Council, 2007 p. 26)

The National Land Transport Strategy also has targets for increasing
cycling:

"Increase walking and cycling to 30 percent of total trips in urban
areas by 2040 (Ministry of Transport, 2008 p. 6)"

The Council's reluctance to increase cycling numbers seems to be based
on the perception of cycling as dangerous, and in particular on the
assertion (p.7 of the cycling policy) that reported injuries are increasing at a



higher rate than cycling numbers. However this may be misleading - the
cycling numbers are based on cordon counts of commuter cycling, while
accidents also relate to recreational cycling, which has increased greatly in
the last few years.

DECISION SOUGHT: Inclusion of specific targets for increasing cycling in
Wellington.

We contend that the Draft Cycling Policy aims are not inclusive enough.
We would like to see this policy aimed at "improving safety and
convenience for all potential cyclists" - and not only for those who choose
to cycle. As of today those who choose to cycle are just a minority, mostly
man in their 25 to 40's. We contend that cycling should be an option to
everyone, including children and the elderly, and obviously women, and not
only those who already cycle.

DECISION SOUGHT: Change the policy aim so as to cater for people
who do not cycle.

QUESTION 2 - TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU AGREE WITH THE
OBJECTIVES (SHOWN IN TABLE 1) OF THE DRAFT CYCLING
POLICY?

Level of agreement: 3

We would like to acknowledge WCC for choosing objectives that cover a
wide range of commitments with a variety of types of cyclists and types of
trips. This is very positive.

We would also like to acknowledge WCC for the focus of the objectives
being on "improving the experience" of cycling in a variety of contexts. And
this is really positive too.

However, we find it a little bit concerning that WCC hasn't taken notice of
best practices already adopted in other cycling policies, so as to include
targets that are more commonly found in other policies, such as:



DECISION SOUGHT: Inclusion of target for cycle use and modal share.

DECISION SOUGHT: Inclusion of target for implementation of the
proposed Cycle Network (e.g.: "complete the network in 10 years")

DECISION SOUGHT: Inclusion of target for cycle facilities' condition

DECISION SOUGHT: Inclusion of target for Level of Service
improvements

We also have SERIOUS DOUBTS in regard to the proposed methods to
evaluate progress in each of the objectives. We believe that the targets
proposed are, in general, extremely vague. We also believe that the targets
are sometimes inconsistent or insufficient to ensure the fulfillment of the
Policy's objectives.

In regard to Objective 1 - To improve cycle safety throughout
Wellington

DECISION SOUGHT: Inclusion of SPECIFIC target for number of cyclists
injuries and hospitalizations

DECISION SOUGHT: Inclusion of SPECIFIC target for reduction in the
cycle crash rate, and in the number of reported cycle crashes.

We believe that the proposed objectives are just too vague. It is not enough
to say that there will be a "reduction in the cycle crash rate" - it is also
important to declare by how much.

The plan should address specific hazards for cyclists. It is good that the
council is proposing to address the issue of drain grates, which risk
trapping cycle wheels. However an urgent issue for cyclists are kerb
extensions, which improve safety for pedestrians crossing roads, but force



cyclists to share a narrow gap with motor traffic. The policy should require
that cyclists needs are taken into account in implementing kerb extensions.

In regard to Objective 3 - To improve the experience of cycling trips to
and from the central area

An example of an area where urgent action is required to improve the
experience of cycling to and from the central area is the north/south route
to Brooklyn and the Aro Valley. Cyclists needs have not been considered in
the creation of the Victoria and Willis one-way systems, and the
intersection of these with the Inner City Bypass. Willis and Victoria streets
need filtering cycle lanes and advanced stop boxes to enable cyclists to
travel straight ahead and make right turns from these one way systems,
and there needs to be provision for cyclists to safely and efficiently get from
Victoria St to the Brooklyn Road and the Aro Valley.

QUESTION 3 - THERE ARE A NUMBER OF POLICIES PROPOSED
THAT WILL ASSIST IN ACHIEVING THE AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF
THE POLICY. TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU AGREE WITH THESE
PROPOSED POLICIES?

Level of agreement: 4

Policy 1.1 - Every opportunity to make the city as safe as possible for
cyclists must be explored.

It is too vague - what does "explore" means? We would rather see the word
"explored" substitute by "implemented according to the cycle network
implementation plan".

Policy 1.2 - Cycle-friendly traffic calming measures will be
implemented as required to moderate motorists' speeds.

In principle it is good, but it is also too vague. We would rather see this
policy worded differently: "Cycle-friendly traffic calming measures will be
implemented to moderate motorists' speeds according to the schedule of
works listed on the cycle network implementation plan".



Policy 2.1 - Adequate cycle parking facilities will be provided in key
areas where practicable.

In principle it is good, but it is also too vague, and limited to parking. We
would rather see this policy worded differently: "A thorough assessment of
cyclists needs will be conducted with a view to determine which
complementary facilities are required in each destinations, according to
the cycle network implementation plan".

Complementary facilities to be considered in the cycle network plan should
include: parking facilities located near destinations, security of bicycle
parking, showers, baggage lockers, water, toilet, shelter, shops, phones,
and public bike rentals.

We are also unhappy with the choice of words "where practicable". Should
be written "where necessary, according to the cycle network
implementation plan".

Policy 3.1 - On main corridors, cyclists will have an option of riding
free of general traffic by using dedicated cycle facilities where
practical or by using dedicated bus lanes.

We are again unhappy with the choice of word "where practical". Should be
"where necessary, according to the cycle network implementation plan".

Policy 3.2 - Every opportunity must be taken to make improvements
to the cycle network (refer Appendix 1 of policy) to make the routes
safer and more convenient.

Agree in principle, but Appendix 1 is too vague. Appendix 1 should be a
proper cycle network implementation plan, including a schedule of all the
works that are necessary to be implemented in order to complete the cycle
network. It is not enough to say the "Every opportunity must be taken". You
must also be more specific in regard to which are those opportunities.



The policy should be written more or less like this: "Improvements to make
the cycle network safer and convenient will be implemented according to
the schedule of implementation of the cycle network plan".

Policy 4.2 - Every opportunity should be taken to ensure that cycling
is a viable option for short trips to and from suburban centres.
Policy 5.1 - Every opportunity should be taken to ensure that cycling
is a viable option for short trips to and from educational centres.
Policy 6.2 - Opportunities should be taken to ensure cycling is a
viable option for short trips to and from key recreational areas and
facilities.

Again: which are those opportunities? Please be more specific. The policy
should be written more or less like this: "Improvements to ensure
neighborhoods offer an adequate level of service for short trips to and from
suburban centres will be implemented according to the schedule of
implementation of the cycle network plan" and "Improvements to ensure an
adequate level of service on trips to and from educational centres will be
implemented according to the schedule of implementation of the cycle
network plan." and "Improvements to ensure an adequate level of service
on trips to and from recreational areas will be implemented according to the
schedule of implementation of the cycle network plan."

It is also vague that the Draft Cycling Policy does not define what is
"viable".

DECISION SOUGHT: Review the wording of the policies so as to address
the concerns expressed above.

QUESTION 4a - THERE ARE A NUMBER OF POSSIBLE
ACTIONS THAT COULD BE TAKEN UNDER EACH OF
THE OBJECTIVES TO ASSIST IN DELIVERING THE
AIMS OF THE CYCLING POLICY. TO WHAT EXTENT
DO YOU AGREE WITH THESE PROPOSED ACTIONS?

Level of agreement: 5



We believe that the range of actions and the proposed implementation plan
was developed without any consideration for the best practices adopted in
the development of cycling plans in New Zealand.

We are extremely concerned with the inadequacy of the methods utilized to
develop the implementation plan.

An evidence of this weakness is provided by certain items included in the
implementation plan. These action items should have been completed
BEFORE the development of the implementation plan, and we find it
extremely concerning that the council intends to approve the cycling policy
without having completed the following action items:

Action Item Description

2.2 Determine a suitable methodology for assessing the level of service
and assess all routes identified in Appendix 1
2.3 Undertake a review of signalised intersections to understand where
advanced stop boxes could assist
2.4 Undertake a study to identify the gaps in the cycling routes to the
central area including difficult and dangerous interesections
2.5 Identify opportunities to provide cycle routes on the main corridors on
quieter parallel routes to the main trafficked roads
2.6 Undertake a study to identify the gaps in cycle routes to suburban
centres including difficult and dangerous intersections
2.7 Undertake a feasibility study for providing public cycle parking at key
areas in the city
2.8 Undertake a feasibility study for providing public cycle lockers
2.9 Undertake a review of signalised intersections to understand where
marked diamonds highlighting signal loops could assist
2.10 Undertake an audit of common routes to and from school to
determine barriers and issues affecting cycling
2.11 Undertake analisys to identify the gaps in cycle routes to recreation
centres and off-road recreation areas, including difficult and dangerous
intersections



We are not satisfied that the timeframe for completion of this activities
extends to 2015. In our view, THOSE ACTIONS MUST BE COMPLETED
IN 2009-2010, because without doing these actions you cannot even
consider having a proper implementation plan. Those actions will result in
an appropriate implementation plan. Therefore, those items should be a
priority before all others.

DECISION SOUGHT: That WCC develops the Cycle Network
Implementation Plan, including actions 2.2 to 2.11, in 2009-2010. That
WCC establishes a schedule of all the works that must be implemented in
order to complete the Cycle Network, with priorities and cost estimates.

QUESTION 4b - FUNDING TO IMPLEMENT THESE
ACTIONS WILL BE SOUGHT THROUGH THE
COUNCIL'S LONG TERM COMMUNITY PLAN, AND
THE COUNCIL MAY NOT WISH TO BE ABLE TO FUND
ALL OF THE INITIATIVES. IN ORDER FOR THE
COUNCIL TO DETERMINE WHICH PROJECTS ARE
MOST IMPORTANT, WE HAVE PRIORITISED THE
ACTIONS. TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU AGREE WITH
THESE PRIORITIES?

Level of Agreement: 5

We believe that priority should be given to the action items that should
have already been completed even before this Draft Cycling Policy goes
out for consultation, and these are items:

2.2.
2.3.
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8



2.9
2.10
2.11

We think it is impossible to evaluate actions and priorities before having
completed items 2.2 to 2.10.

Therefore, we suggest that funding is allocated as follows in the first year:

Items Priority Cost
Notes and Observations

1.3 A (unchanged) $: Unchanged
You cannot accomplish much with 10,000 - you won't even scratch the
surface. In order to undertake thse kinds of campaigns with some level
of efficacy you need BIG BUCKS - much much more than you have
budgeted. We believe that it can be a waste of money - unless the
campaign is targeted at just one category of drivers (for example, bus
drivers).

1.4 A (unchanged) $: Unchanged
Same as 1.3 above

2.2 Increase priority form D to A $: see note below
2.3 A (unchanged)
2.4 A (unchanged)
2.5 A (unchanged)
2.6 A (unchanged)
2.7 Increase priority from C to A
2.8 Increase priority from C to A
2.9 Increase priority from B to A
2.10 Increase priority from B to A
2.11 Increase priority from B to A
Funding for these actions are GROSSLY UNDERESTIMATED. The
combined cost os those actions should probably be in the range of 50,000
to 100,000 - possibly more than that. It is unlikely that WCC is able to
undertake these actions without hiring consultants. Most of the cities in
New Zealand hire consultants to do these kinds of activities. If WCC



decides to do it internally, then we recommend that AT LEAST one full time
staff dedicated to the task - if not more.

3.5 A (unchanged)
3.6 A (unchanged)
3.7 A (unchanged)
3.15 A (unchanged)
It is alright to do the most emergencial works in 2009-10, but you should
have presented a plan with the specific projects scheduled for 2009-2010.
It is impossible to compare the priorities if we don't know what is planned.

3.13 Decrease from A to E
3.2 E (unchanged)
The amount allocated to these activities is completely disproportionate.
This costs aproximately 60 % of the cycling budget, and this is totally
unacceptable. The council should be doing this activity anyway, with
budget from elsewhere. This is a road maintenance activity, with benefits
for all road users, and not only cyclists. Cyclists are just a minority of users,
and the cycle network is just a fraction of the road network, so there is no
reason why this should come from the cycling budget - particularly
considering that most of the need to sweep and resurface is caused by
motorized vehicles, and not cyclists. This is completely against the principle
of user-pays.

QUESTION 5 - IS THERE ANYTHING YOU FEEL HAS
NOT BEEN ADEQUATELY COVERED BY THIS DRAFT
CYLING POLICY

THE LACK OF A CYCLE NETWORK PLAN

There are certain issues that we agree with this policy, and others that we
do not, and there is no reason why things shouldn't be this way. But before
we start discussing those, we would like to call your attention to an issue
that concerns us most: the development of a Cycle Network Plan.



We have analyzed the contents of Draft Cycling policy, and we noticed
that the Cycle Network Plan is incomplete.

We find the omission of a Cycle Network Plan very surprising, particularly
considering that this process is extremely well explained in the widely
available publication "Cycle Network Route Planning Guide" (Land
Transport Safety Authority, 2004).

According to this guide, a Cycle Network Plan should include a map of the
primary cycle route network (included in this policy) AND a schedule of
the cycle infrastructure projects required to develop it (not included in this
policy).

For this reason, it is difficult for us to comment on a policy that lacks
such an important component.

Therefore, the decisions that we seek are the following:

DECISION SOUGHT (URGENT): Allocation of adequate funds and
resources to the development of the Cycle Network Plan in 2009-2010,
utilizing specialized consultants (we believe WCC needs them) with past
experience in the development of Cycling Network Plans (Action items 2.2
to 2.11).

6. DO YOU WISH TO MAKE ANY FURTHER COMMENTS

Great Harbour Way - an example

Wellington has a unique opportunity to promote a high standard cycling/
walking route around the harbour, following the shoreline as far as
practicable. This should form part of the cycle network, and the cycling
policy should include funding to address issues with the Great Harbour
Way such as the lack of a good quality cycling/walking route from the Hutt
Valley to Wellington, inconsistencies in the cycle facilities around Evans
Bay, lack of identifying and directional signage, etc.



Map of Wellington Blackspots for Cycling

We would like to call your attenttion to the Map of Wellington Blackspots,
developed by the collective of Wellington Cyclists, which is available from
the following URL:

http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&hl=en&msa=0&msid=106796145084961333415.00045051b574a80432b8e&ll=-41.29277,174.80381&spn=0.099958,0.163765&z=13

The

image bellow was extracted from the above URL:



Each plot on the map represents a blackspot. Attached to this submission
you will find a description of each of the blackspots.
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Black Spots for Cycling in Wellington
An initiative of Cycle Aware Wellington, collaboration with the public.

In order to better inform our submissions to the local councils, CAW is compiling a map showing the
places where the road design is likely to induce an accident sooner or later. We would like to use the
wisdom of the crowds (your wisdom!) to compile this map.

Please give a meaningful description (e.g.: "Cambridge Terrace - Approaching the Basin") and a
description telling others why this is a blackspot. If you can, please add a link to pictures, stories, and
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other information. Also please add lines to illustrate problems stretching along roads.

Please use red markers only for higher risk situations.

Feel free to add comments to existing blackspots, and continue to visit and add spots as you see fit.

When placing a new marker, please zoom in as far as possible for accuracy. Use the satellite image
rather than the map as you can often see individual lanes.

Thank you.

One cylist died here in June 2008

Reverse Angle Parking would be very simple to implement! See: http://tinyurl.com/56m7py

There's more than one pinchpoint. Normally they are located approaching zebra crossing lanes.

Too dangerous to cross here when coming from right lane. Hook turn is needed appoaching the Basin.
Advanced Stop Box is needed on Kent Terrace X Vivian Street Signal

Needs provision to join the road and cross. Possibly cycle lane in the right lane, and Advanced Stop Box on
Vivian Street.

Pedestrians constantly step out on to the road without looking, often stepping around those that have
stopped to give way to traffic.

Blind angle parking, high cyclist volumes. Cars along Thorndon Quay do u-turns to grab that illusive car
park

Cars turning across bus lane from Curtis and Raroa intersections and pulling into bus lane coming down
Chaytor. Drivers are only looking for buses - i have asked council to signpost the lane as for cyclists to raise
awareness but been refused. With the cycle numbers through here in the mornings it is only a matter of time
before someone gets collected hard.

Popular weekend route. Cyclists heading north must move across a lane of 100kph traffic to get to turning
lane. Another lane crossing is then required at Silverstream roundabout.

Popular weekend route. Numerous sections with no shoulder. High volumes of 100kph traffic.

6,540 views - Public

Created on Jun 23 - Updated Sep 18

By Andre - Open Collaboration

 1 ratings - Write a comment

Petone Roundabout

Oriental Parade - Angle Parking

Oriental Parade - Pinchpoints

Kent Terrace - Access to Basin Reserve Cyclepath

Cambridge Terrace - Cycle TRaffic from the Basin

Bunny St

Thorndon Quay

Chaytor St bus lane

Western Hutt Road - Fergusson Dr turnoff

Western Hutt Road
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Narrow bridge with high volume of fast traffic. Popular weekend route.

This route from Upland Road to Salamanca Road is used by commuters. It was closed to cyclists, forcing
cyclists to use other routes that are less safe. 

Agree - thought this was an area managed by DOC rather than Wgtn CC - not actually part of the Gardens
...

Cyclists heading into the city ride on the left lane but will need to cross to the middle while cars are coming
down the middle lane at substantially higher speed and changing into the left lane to go to the Hutt. Stretch
of road is 100Kmh really dodgy in a strong southerly!!!

I don't know how cyclists are supposed to join the road into Jville from the footpath. There are no
satisfactory options; you can hop onto the road at the top of the gorge but that's narrow with high speed
traffic and not safe, or you can hop onto the down ramp into Jville, but only if there's no traffic as it's so
narrow, or you can ride footpath to end and cross Fraser Ave, which often has many cars turning and
waiting.

The cycle path along here has many vehicles crossing it, and there are regularly accidents with cars leaving
or entering businesses along here.

Very narrow section through this section of this busy road, no verge or run off on either side of the road,
cars and trucks often pass very close. Worst for cyclists heading up the hill, as the speed difference
between vehicles and cyclists is greater.

With the speed difference between cars and cyclists this off-ramp to Petone is very unsafe for cyclists going
straight out to the Hutt. Vehicles turning left present a frequent danger.

With the speed difference between cars and cyclists this on-ramp to the motorway from Petone is very
unsafe for cyclists heading into Wgtn from the Hutt. Cyclists must try to get to the left by crossing a lane of
accelerating and often dense traffic. Drivers are often not looking ahead for cyclists but over their shoulder
to try and merge.

Stupid new pinchpoint thing they have put jutting out into the road for pedestrians to stand on before
crossing the road here. This now makes it hard for cyclists to exit the cycle path and join the road safely
and conveniently! 

Also the new off ramp in front of the paint shop puts you straight onto a bus stop. Conflict with cyclists
leaving the cycle lane and buses entering the bus stop. This bus stop needs to be moved. 

I'll second that. I got a hell of a fright by this silly bus stop protector when I started riding again at the end of
June after being knocked off my bike in April.

River Road bridge

Botanic Gardens - Access to the East Path

Bottom of Ngauranga gorge heading into city

Top of Ngauranga gorge into Jville

Old Hutt Road cycleway

Bottom of Middleton road

Motorway off-ramp to Petone

Motorway on-ramp from Petone

Thorndon Quay - joining from cycle path

Cuba/Abel Smith
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Quite a number of bike - car accidents have happened here, and near misses are often seen.

Heinous intersection if you are on the road. Almost impossible to change lanes. Scene of several accidents I
know of.

On the traffic island is a push button for bikes to cross old Hutt road to the bottom of centennial highway
(footpath). Problem is to get onto the traffic island you have to cross the lane of traffic turning south from the
motorway onto old Hutt road, and you cannot see down this lane of traffic where the crossing has been put.

People pull out of Hania and Home streets without looking, or turn right across Pirie into Hania St without
looking. I've lost count of the times I've had to haul on the anchors to avoid hitting someone here.

Pinchpoint - South bound lane looses the shoulder at a slight left curve in the road, motor traffic tends to cut
this quite tight and often leaves no room for cyclists.

Narrow bridge with poorly maintained / glass filled footpath / cyclelane. High traffic volumes especially large
truck traffic.

Cycle lane is interrupted on both side of the road. Median strip (too wide) does not allow adequate room for
cars to pass cyclists comfortably.

This intersection is the scene of near misses everyday. I bike to work occasionally along here

Going north, top of rise, road narrows with parked cars, blind corner. Been clipped by a bus trying to
squeeze past me, the parked cars and traffic coming the other way

Going south, top of rise, road narrows, traffic cuts close to curb, squeezing cyclists. I usually ride on footpath
here

Slippery as a very slippery thing in the wet.

Only a problem heading into town - on the way out the tracks are practically perpendicular to the road, but
the angle on the way in is quite acute

Wellington road onto Wellington or Ruahine, very dangerous for both bikes and cars here

Cobham Drive east roundabout

Centenniel highway - access onto traffic island

Pirie St - Bottom Of Hill

Cuba / Burnham St Petone

Waione St bridge

Greta Point

Grey St Intersection

Adelaide Rd

Adelaide Rd

Railway lines crossing into Port

Kelburn viaduct (northern exit)

Wellington Road onto Ruahine

Constable Street
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Constable Street, cars parked on both sides of the road, very busy road, lots of buses use this route. Too
narrow and crazy for cyclists

Wellington road, heading up from Evans Bay Parade, very narrow, scarey

For those who choose to ride on the road ie roadies or because the cycle path is too dangerous, has
vehicles parked on it or vehicles pulling out of driveways. This section of road has no shoulder, these means
you are riding with vehicles traveling 70km+ very scarey with buses and trucks, section of road is also
narrow

Heavy traffic flows. Big problems if trying to cross any lanes especially right hand turns.

The city council in their wisdom has changed the clear way outside the hotel to a taxi parking zone. There's
plenty of space on the two side streets for bus/taxi parking so who had the brain explosion to change this
area.

Marks are difficult to interpret. Very inconsistent. In some places is too wide, in others too narrow or mixed
with parking.

Cyclists turning right into Herd St from the right turn bay on Oriental Pde often have to contend with
oncoming traffic that uses the turn bay to cut the bend into Oriental Bay.

Road is wide enough to acommodate cycle lane withour removing car parks.

Sometimes too wide, sometimes too narrow.

Angle parking along Tawa main road in peak times. Never take the hands off the brakes.

Agree with other comment - very dangerous entry back onto road entering Johnsonville.

The NEWLY constructed southbound entry to SH1 off SH58 at Paramatta spits cyclists onto the open road
too quickly while also being a taregt for merging traffic. A shocking lack of any consideration for cyclists in
design.

Wellington road

Hutt Road

Seaview Roundabout

Featherston Street 153 - outside Ibis Hotel

Cyclelane poorly marked

Oriental Pde - Herd St Intersection

Opportunity for Cyclelane

Pinchpoin on pedestrian crossing

Inconsistent road design

Pinchpoint

Placemark 43

Placemark 44

Placemark 45

Road Narriwed with Steel Cage
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The road has been deliberatel narrowed around the speen bars with a metal cage

The road has been deliberatel narrowed around the speen bars with a metal cage

The "cycle path" which is really just a footpath, come, car park, come access way. Numerous accidents
here.

Travelling northbound if you choose not to use the "cycle path" along here you have to cross traffic coming
from Aotea Quay, so much like the Petone onramp as a cyclist you are in the middle of traffic travelling at
50kph plus, while you try and cross to the left side of the road.

There used to be a larger "island" between the merging lanes making this safer, but that was ruined when a
raised median nib was placed through part of it, delaying the point at which you could cross.

No shoulder here for cyclists to use, only a concrete wall with 100kph traffic on your right. 
The "cycle path" is covered in rocks and vegetation and is not suitable for road bikes even of it wasn't in
such a state of disrepair.

Multi lane roundabout, dangerous for cyclist trying to go anywhere other than directly left. This just one of
many such examples.

Cyclists have to get across the left turning traffic to continue up Featherston St.

Heading Nth down Willis St, buses don't give any space to cyclists and pedestrians just walk out in front of
you.

If you can't fight your way round the buses to get onto Lambton Quay, Customhouse and Waterloo Quays
are terrible with pedestrians, merging cars and heinous lane changing, especially coming up to Whitmore St
where cyclists wanting to go straight ahead have to get across traffic now wanting to turn left..

Angle parking, having to get across traffic to use the "cycle path", the crazy pinch point at Tinakori Rd if you
don't use the "cycle path"

Reverse Angle Parking would be very simple to implement: http://tinyurl.com/56m7py

The road descending to the hutt valley is in a disgusting state of disrepair. I will no longer ride in this
direction over this road.

Trying to get from Moonshine to go south down SH2 requires crossing traffic in both directions often
travelling in excess of 100kph.

Road narrowed with metal cage

Kaiwharawhara "cycle path"

Hutt Rd, Aotea Quay merge

SH2, north of Melling

Ewen Bridge roundabout

Bottom Featherston St

Willis St

Customhouse/Waterloo Quay

Thorndon Quay

Haywards

Moonshine to SH2
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Heading south from Akatarawa you have to cross 70kph (often faster) traffic in both diretions to turn right
and head south.

Heading along the Hutt Road through the intersection, the curb is extended coming out of the intersection,
forcing cyclists into a very narrow lane with traffic coming away from the lights.

Could be easily fixed reducing how far the curb extends out. I've had to ride over this curb to avoid cars.

Trying to cross 3 lanes of traffic to get into the right hand lane, to get through to Kent Tce, is a nightmare
most of the time. Traffic is impatient, fast, intimidating, and definitely not looking for cyclists.

See individual points, but basically the footpath cycle path is extremely dangerous from cars crossing it,
parked cars and not metion rough. There is almost always a cyclist with a puncture somewhere along here. 
Road is narrow with no shoulder, speed is 70kph for part of it, not enough space for cyclists on the road or
footpath.

In winter this is literally a "black spot" as the mature trees have completely blocked all street lighting. This is
very dangerous for even well lit cyclists since the road is pitch black.

The 4 new speed cushions are hard to see at night due to poor lighting in the area. They are not currently
sign-posted at all to warn anyone that they are approaching them and are of a material that is incredibly
slippery when wet.

There are little red reflectors here and further along at the shoreline complex. These are difficult to navigate
especially on a narrow wheeled road bike in the wet.

A clearway is needed 7:00am - 9:00am at least between the shoreline complex and the traffic lights. I got
knocked off and injured here because a passenger opened the rear car door to get out at the lights.

Bus stop would be better before the lights rather than after the lights as they regularily cut bikes off as they
turn in to the stop, then jump out to get into the centre bus lane

Little room for cyclists heading north.Lip on the gutter means you are best to take up a full lane

This is a green spot, but there can be too many pedestrians, especially in the morning ;-)

Narrow rail overbridge, too narrow for motorists to pass. Cyclist / motorist speed differential increased due to
steep incline. Westward worse than Eastward.

Akatarawa Rd

Hutt Road Intersection - Narrow Entrance to Road

Accessing Right-Hand Lane

Extremely Hazardous Stretch

Tree lined Monorgan Rd

Scorching Bay Speed Cushions

Red reflectors @ crossing

Clearway needed

Bus stop / Crossing

Jervios Quay

Bridle Path

Whites Line E Rail Overbridge
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Narrow bridge and approaches. Too narrow for motorists to pass. Cyclist / motorist speed differential
increased due to steep incline.

Narrow left turn and straight ahead markings at every intersection. Cyclist generally (ye even universally)
keep left and break the law by using the "incorrect lane" namely the left turn lane to proceed ahead. The
law is an ass.

Difficult to get into right lane for Espalande.

Cyclists exiting SH2 heading for Petone Esplanade are slowed by the incline up to the SH2 overbridge,
traffic is slowing from open road to 50k. Speed differential can be great. To get to Petone esplanade cyclists
must cross into the right hand lane on the bridge in order to be in correct lane, and should occupy the lane
since it narrows as it approaches the roundabout. Fatality occurred at roundabout when cyclist did not or
could not occupy lane, and was hit by a passing truck. As you approach the roundabout the speed
differential can become reversed in that cyclists generally enter the roundabout faster than heavy vehicles,
This severe change in speed differential (HV slowing to negotiate roundabout, cyclist speeding up due to
downhill gradient) may contribute to heavy vehicle drivers incorrectly judging that they can safely pass a
cyclist who is not claiming the lane. This author uses a hook left turn at the start of the off ramp to claim the
right side of the off ramp from the very start.

In order to stop cars parking on the cycle lane some dipstick put a bollard in the middle of the cycle lane.
Well it stopped the cars paring so we'll give then 1/10 for trying. They then tried to mitigate their stupidity by
realligning the left lane edge marking to go through the bollard, WRONG that leaves a 0.5m wide lane. They
then tried again and painted the bollard white so cyclists can see it before they hit it. Then they put a
reflector on it so you can avoid it at night. It's still ridiculous.

Cycle lane of Featherston heading south is narrow and poorly marked with cuycle symbols. Left turning
traffic often often invades cycle lane. Left turning traffic (esp HV) drag their asses across the cycle lane,
sometimes leaving no room for cyclists.

Traffic turning left into railway station 
can turn across in front of cyclists exiting the featherston st intersection in their own lane.

Straight thru + right turn  lane to right of cycle lane for right turn.  Motor vehicles in right lane intending to go
straight ahead (not normal but for servicing vic uni) are in conflidt with cycles in cycle lane turning right.
Smart drivers illegally use the left turn only lane to go straight ahead and avoid conflict with right turning
cyclists.

there is a lane separation marker through the intersection between the two right turn lanes. To the left of
these approach lanes is a cycle lane for right turn.
 
The marking is too far left at its apex (1/2 way along), a right turn vehicle keeping entirely to the left of the
separation line creates a pinch point with cyclists to their left. 

In order for a bus to keep its rear end entirely to the left of the line, its front left corner must almost meet the

Randwick Rd Rail Overbridge

Petone Esplanade Eastward

SH2 Petone Esplanade Off Ramp

Bollard in middle of cycle path under Aotea Quay off ramp.

Fetherston St cycle lane poorly marked

Bunny - Railway Stn, Left turn across cycle lane

Bunny St Featherston St Lights

Bunny St - Waterloo Q. Bad lane separation marking
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curb on Waterllo quay. Cyclist - squashed.

Vehicles turning from Cable St to Tory St often cut this corner, coming very close to any cyclist waiting in
Tory St for clear traffic in order to exit Tory St. Reason sems to be rightmost lane in Cable St is narrow, and
turn too tight to execute easily for cars, let alone trucks.

Cycling up Kenya Street to city the road here is very narrow due to parking both buses being allowed. When
an oncoming vehicle is approaching, cars/buses/trucks pass with little room - had several near misses here,
despite riding out in the lane - speed differential between cars coming up behind and cyclist means cars will
try to overtake in most instances. Would be solved by parking on one side or other of street being stopped
and lanes being remarked.

Mountainbiking towards Mt Kaukau there is a steep descent here with narrow evil tight switchbacks and
loose gravel plus an unforgiving drop-off. Easiest to walk it.

Mountainbiking towards Johnsons Hill going below the water reservior there is a steep descent here with
narrow evil tight switchbacks and slippery gravel plus an unforgiving drop-off. Easiest to walk it.

Advertising/shelter structure makes an awkward manoevre when the bike path crosses the pedestrian
crossing

Advertising/shelter structure makes an awkward manoevre when the bike path crosses the pedestrian
crossing
 

more info »

There's a useful connecting bike path that leads to/from Ghuznee St and the University, but as with the rest
of the bypass cycle path, there's no directional signage.

Cyclists heading north on Willis St need to get into middle and right hand lanes in busy traffic in order to
avoid being caught by left turning traffic into the motorway and Ghuznee St.

Getting from Victoria St to Aro Street is awkward: Either follow one way system around 3 sides of square,
changing lanes in busy traffic, or take devious and illegal routes using footpaths and pedestrian crossings.

Cyclists heading for Brooklyn or Aro valley must change lanes while going up hill in order to avoid being cut
off by traffic heading right into Webb St

Weird diagonal crossing on bypass cycle path creates delays, and conflicts with pedestrians

Tory Street exit to Cable Street (headed into Cable St to get to Te Papa/Wharves

Very constricted road width due to parking both sides.

tight switchbacks and loose gravel plus unforgiving drop-off

Switchback with bad drop-off

Karo Drive/Victoria

Karo Drive/Victoria

Unsigned bike path

lane problems on Willis St

Victoria/Aro Street

Victoria St

Diagonal Crossing
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there's a useful cycle lane for biking north on Taranaki, which avoids being cut off by left turning traffic.
Would be good to have similar provisions in Willis St

No signage to indicate onward routes from end of cycle path, e.g. to Adelaide Road, Victoria Tunnel

Cars are constantly passing me when going around this corner and there is NO room for error. If someone
passes me and a car comes the other way, it's either me in the ditch or making an impomptu entry through
the cars side window.

So narrow that you cannot help but hold up traffic. This causes drivers to do silly things and make abrupt
decisions that I shouldn't be on the road so cut me off as they pass me.

Riders following this route towards Aro often get cut off by drivers flowing through the ligths in the left land.
Many people cannot judge their distance from the curb and the two lanes push them even closer to the
curb. Evidence of tyres hitting the curb is obvious.

Riders heading into town are constantly cut off by buses and traffic while ascending this hill.

There is little to no care about jamming us into the curb or behind a parked car. The worst thing about riding
is losing your rythm when climbing. I've stopped counting the amount of times I've had to ride on the
FOOTPATH to avoid such incidents.

Cycle Lane

End of Cycle path

Blind Corner

Placemark 88

Placemark 89

Bus stop


